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ABOUT

Conflicted, an original British podcast from Message

Heard, explores decades of Middle Eastern conflict

through one man's journey from al-Qaeda militant to

Mi6 double agent. 

 

The show is hosted via Acast and sponsored by The

Economist. It is available on Apple Podcasts, Spotify,

Stitcher and all other podcast platforms.

SUMMARY

Across six episodes, Conflicted explores the complex relationships between

history, religion and politics in the Middle East - through the experience of a

double agent embedded in al-Qaeda. 

 

Conflicted is hosted by Thomas Small, a Californian former monk-in-training

who has travelled the length and breadth of the Middle East and Aimen

Dean, a former jihadist turned British spy. 

 

Each week, Thomas and Aimen walk us through a sprawling conflict that

spans continents and stretches through decades – from Bosnia to Syria,

from 9/11 to the Arab Spring, from al-Qaeda to ISIS and returning jihadists.

 

Together, they unpack all of that complexity with a unique insiders'

perspective. Conflicted offers a level of analysis rarely heard, matched with

an uncanny ability to work in the odd Rambo III reference when you might

least expect it.

RELEASE SCHEDULE

New episodes are released weekly on Wednesday AM (GMT). 

Season One will run between 26/02/2019 - 3/04/2019.
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CAST & CREW
 

THOMAS SMALLS
HOST

Originally from California,
Thomas was training to be

a monk on Mount Athos
when he decided to spend
several years travelling the
Eastern Mediterranean and
the Middle East. He's now
an author and filmmaker

based in London.

JAKE WARREN
PRODUCER

An award winning journalist
and documentary maker,
Jake formerly worked at

VICE, BBC, Channel 4 and
The Guardian. He was also
aa contributing founder of
the largest online student
publication in the world,

The Tab.

Sandra FeRrari
PRODUCER

A Canadian audio producer
now based in London,

Sandra has created
podcasts and radio content

for the United Nations,
Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation and The
Guardian.

AIMEN DEAN
HOST

After four years with al-
Qaeda, Aimen worked for

Mi6 for eight years trying to
take al-Qaeda down from

the inside. Aimen is
currently a consultant on

issues of terrorism and
author of ‘Nine Lives: My
Time As Mi6's Top Spy

Inside al-Qaeda’.

Listeners in over 100
countries around the

world, with largest
audience in the UK.

Highest ranked
independent British
podcast in 'News &

Politics' chart at
release. 

Over 90 four and five-
star ratings on Apple

Podcasts, with an
average rating of five-

stars.
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Listener Reviews 

Download images here: http://bit.ly/CONdrop

“Such fresh and
nuanced insight into a

complicated and
seemingly

impenetrable subject.”

“Never thought i would
hear about 9/11 from

the perspective of
someone inside al-

Qaeda!”

“Two incredibly
interesting and

articulate guides to a
poorly understood

area.”
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